
LESSON 11 

NEBUCHADNEZZAR'S SECOND DREAM 

DANIEL 4:1-37 

 

I.  The King's Proclamation (4:1-3)  
 

A. The recipients (4:1) 

 

-  The writer records a royal proclamation which was _________________________. 

 

B. The declaration (4:2-3) 

 

1. The purpose (4:2) 

 

- The king wanted to declare the wonders that ____________________________. 

 

2. The praise (4:3) 

 

- The king declares the greatness of _____________________________________. 

 

II.  The Second Dream (4:4-18)  
 

A. The setting for the dream (4:4) 

 

-  This section of scripture is written from ___________________________________. 

 

-  He describes himself as _________________________________________________. 

 

B. The dream (4:5) 

 

-  The king had a dream that ______________________________________________. 

 

C. The decree (4:6-7) 

 

-  The king decreed that all of the wise men come before him to _________________. 

 

-  After the king told them the dream, the wise men ___________________________. 

 

D. Daniel told the dream (4:8-18) 

 

1. Daniel appears before the king (4:8) 

 

-  Daniel was the last advisor to _________________________________________. 

 

2. Confidence in Daniel (4:9) 



 

-  The king asked to Daniel to interpret because ___________________________. 

 

3. The dream presented (4:10-17) 

 

-  There was a ___________________________________ in the midst of the earth. 

 

-  The tree has abundant fruit and it provided for _________________________. 

 

-  A holy one called for the tree to be ____________________________________. 

 

-  A stump remained, bound with a _____________________________________. 

 

-  It will dwell with the cattle in the field and he will have ___________________. 

 

-  This will occur for __________________________________________________. 

 

-  This decree is sure and given for a purpose of ___________________________. 

 

4. The command to interpret (4:18) 

 

-  Daniel is called to interpret what others cannot since he has _______________. 

 

III.  Daniel's Interpretation (4:19-27)  
 

A. Daniel is troubled (4:19a) 

 

-  Daniel was _________________________________ by the dream for a time period. 

 

-  The king reassured Daniel ______________________________________________. 

 

B. Daniel's wish (4:19b) 

 

-  Daniel proclaimed that he wished the fulfillment of the dream on ______________. 

 

C. The interpretation (4:20-26) 

 

-  The great tree is the king and his greatness has reach to _____________________. 

 

-  The decree of the holy one is ____________________________________________. 

 

-  The king will be driven from men and will dwell with _______________________. 

 

-  He will eat grass and sleep outside for ____________________________________. 

 

-  It will occur until the king knows that God is ______________________________. 



 

-  The stump represents that the king will ___________________________________. 

 

D. Daniel's advice (4:27) 

 

- Daniel calls the king to cease from his sins and thus __________________________. 

 

IV.  The Fulfillment (4:28-37)  
 

A. The timing (4:28-29) 

 

-  The prophecy was fulfilled in the king's life ________________________________. 

 

B. The king's pride (4:30) 

 

-  In his pride, the king claimed for himself __________________________________. 

 

C. The proclamation of heaven (4:31-32) 

 

-  A voice from heaven proclaims the judgment of the prophecy shall ____________. 

 

D. The prophecy fulfilled (4:33) 

 

-  The king immediately lost his mind and lived ______________________________. 

 

-  He did not ____________________________________________________________. 

 

E. The king's acknowledgment (4:34-35) 

 

-  The king came to his senses and __________________________________________. 

 

F. The king's restoration (4:36) 

 

-  The king was immediately ______________________________________________. 

 

G. The king's praise (4:37) 

 

-  The king acknowledged the power of God and ______________________________. 

 

 


